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The only country in Europe that combines the Alps, the Mediterranean,  
the Pannonian Plain and the Karst, Slovenia’s ever-changing landscape  
will surprise and motivate your group. Our sample programme offers only a  
taste of what’s possible in a destination which is home to the oldest wine vine in  

the world.
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Day 1

o Ljubljana - Morning

Upon arival to Slovenia, you can start the journey with teh Vintage Car self drive all the way to the Ljubljana city  
center. Where you will be greeted in the most memorable slovenian hospitality. Enjyo a gourmet walking tour of the  
traditional apetizers before joining for lunch at one of many resturants located by the riverbanks.

o Afternoon

After a Slovenian lunch, a city tour will visit the city center of Ljubljana and take a river cruise alongside the  
Ljubljanica river.

o Evening

Finish the day at one the beautiful Ljubljana Castle, where you will enjoy the marvelous views of the city.
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Day 2

o Postojna Cave - Morning

After breakfast, transfer to Postojna Cave for an exciting tour of this underground natural wonder. Guests  
commence their visit aboard the cave train, a journey which opens up the splendour of this underground world  
where Slovenia’s geological past is visible in a unique way.

Enrich the experiance with a private artistic performance alongside an underground sparkling wine reception.

o Afternoon

Lunch will be served in the area of the Caves, with organic food and modern farm setting. Following the lunch,  
guests will visit the Adriatic pearl on the Slovenian coast, where local Mediterranean lifestyle offers an overall  
experiance.

o Evening

Finish the day in a trendy Ljubljana restaurant and clubbing afterwords.
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Day 3

o Lake Bled - Morning

No visit to Slovenia would be complete without a visit to the captivating Lake Bled. A morning excursion aboard a  
private Pletna boat allows your group to experience the charms and immense natural beauty which has seen Bled  
Rank amongst one of the world’s most beauiful alpine resort.

o Afternoon

Offering the finest views of Bled Island, the town of Bled and of the wider countryside, Bled Castle is setting for  
lunch.

An afternoon at leisure in the town of Bled will allow guests to unwind and relax into this mild and healing climate –
they may even want to take a dip in termal lake.

o Evening

A farewell gala dinner back in Ljubljana will round off their Slovenian adventure in typically grand style. You can  
choose between the thematic evenings and historical locations to create the best gala event for the group.
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Day 4

o Departures



Vošnjakova ulica, 3
1000, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Ovationdmc.com/country/slovenia

Phone:+386.1.620.96.54

Fax: +386.1.620.96.54

Thank  

you!


